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Car Shield / Bike Shield     

 

 
 

What’s in the Box 
 
 

1. Car/Bike Shield 

2. Fan, Panel, AC Adaptor & Plug 

3. Air Filter & spare material 

 

 
For the latest instructions and further information on care and warranty visit: 

www.inthegarage.com/instructions 
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Instructions 

 
Note: It should take about 15 minutes to set up the Car Shield/Bike Shield once unpacked.  We 
recommend two people. This product is for indoor use only! 

 

1. Unfold the Car/Bike Shield and place it where it will be located when inflated. 

2. Fully unzip it and move the clear plastic top portion to the front and out of the way 

3. Drive your vehicle onto the center of floor 

 

4. Roll the clear plastic top over your vehicle to full cover it 

 

 

5. Install the Fan by placing the Velcro panel on the inside of the Car/Bike Shield.  Press hard 

6. With the AC Adaptor outside the device, run the power wire through the purpose-made slit and 

connect to Fan. (do not plug in an electrical socket yet as you first need to install the Filter) 
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7. Fully close the zipper 

8. Snap on the corresponding plug adaptor for your region onto the AC Adaptor 

9. Plug the AC Adaptor in an appropriate electrical power socket. The Car/Bike Shield will begin to rise. 

 

Note: you may need to assist the device by lifting the clear plastic during inflation to ensure a 
smooth rise 

 

 

10. Once inflated, from the outside of the Car/Bike Shield, place the Filter in the round opening by 

gently bending the edges to make it fit.  There is a specially-made slit in between the inside and 

outside panels 

Tip: It is easier if you rotate the filter while installing 

 


